
KUWAIT: The Doing Business Report - 2020 high-
lighted significant improvements in developing countries
as compared to developed economies that came on
almost all fronts. According to the report, around 115
economies out of the 190 economies that were analyzed
undertook reforms that made it easier to do business in
those countries. A majority of these reforms were
focused on key indicators including starting a business,
dealing with construction permits, getting electricity,
and paying taxes. On the other hand, resolving insolven-
cy was the least reformed area, with a lot to be done in
a majority of the countries. 

In terms of enablers, technology continues to be the
leading priority for developed countries to comply with
regulatory requirements. According to the report, the
top 20 countries increasing reliance on electronic sys-
tems for uses that include online business incorporation,
electronic tax filing platforms, online property transfer
procedures and construction permitting. In addition,
transparency was a common feature for the top per-
formers along with sound business regulations. 

The 10 top performers for the year in terms of num-
ber of improvements primarily included Asian
economies with four in the Middle East region. These 10
countries implemented 59 regulatory reforms during the
period 2018/19 accounting for almost a fifth of the total
294 reforms recorded during the year.  These reforms
were primarily centered around starting a business,
dealing with construction permits and trading across
borders indicators. Kuwait and Jordan were new addi-
tions to this list and featured for the first time in the list. 

In terms of regional split, the Sub-Saharan Africa
region remained at the bottom on the ease of doing
business, increasing its score by one percentage point
to an average score of 51.8 as compared to an average
of 78.4 for the OECD countries, and a global average
score of 63.0. Latin America and the Caribbean were
also one of the weaker performing regions with not even
a single country from this region appearing in the top
50 list. On the other hand, the MENA region improved
its average score by 1.9 with 13 out of the 18 countries
having better ranks than the previous year. The top 10
MENA countries saw overall improvement in rankings
baring UAE, which saw its ranking slide 5 places. In the
non-GCC MENA countries, Jordan saw the biggest gain
in its ranking, scaling 29 positions to rank at 75th.
Morocco and Egypt also improved their respective
ranks by 7 spots and 6 spots to rank at 53rd and 114th,
respectively. 

The GCC region saw some of the biggest improve-
ments in this year’s rankings led by a number of regu-
latory reforms undertaken by the governments as they
seek to diversify the economy towards the non-oil sec-
tors. According to the report, out of the 10 best per-
forming countries with the most notable improvements
in Doing Business 2020, three were from the GCC
including Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Kuwait. Saudi
Arabia topped this list of gainers after the Kingdom
climbed 30 positions to rank 62, ranking third in the
GCC, as compared to fifth in the last year’s report.
Bahrain was next at the 43rd position as compared to
last years 62nd, an improvement of 19 positions.
Kuwait witnessed the third biggest improvement with
its rank improving by 14 positions to reach the 83rd
spot. On the other hand, UAE was the only country in
the GCC that saw its rank sliding by five positions to
reach the 16th place. 

The report noted that how social, political and eco-
nomic conditions in a country can affect cost that has

an impact on the ease of doing business, as tracked
with the ranks on the corresponding parameter. This
can be seen from the fact that more than half of the
top 20 economies on the ease of doing rankings were
the OECD countries and high-income economies.
Nevertheless, the report also showed that despite the
leading ranks, these top 20 countries undertook 464
reforms over the last 17 years as tracked using the
Doing Business report. In the latest version of the
report, the top 20 economies made 22 reforms as
compared to the previous year, thus highlighting the
ample room for improvement for the overall universe
of countries. 

The number of reforms undertaken by developing
countries showed that these countries are fast catching
up with their developed counterparts, although the gap
between the two remains wide. According to the report,
it still takes almost six times more to start a business in
the lowest 50 ranked countries as compared to the top
20 countries. Some of the weak areas include the get-
ting credit indicator which was the weakest in low- and
middle-income countries as a result of low coverage of
credit registries and bureaus. Also, time for tax filing is
almost double in low income economies as compared to
high income economies and tax systems tend to be diffi-
cult in these countries. Nevertheless, some of the lower
ranked countries are pushing reforms and improved
scores significantly in the 2020 report. 

GCC highlights 
The overall trend in the GCC remains positive with

each economy making efforts on a number of fronts to
improve yheir rankings. The six countries in the GCC
adopted 35 reforms over the last year to improve the
business climate.  These reforms form a major part of
the efforts of GCC economies to diversify away from oil
and to have a more open and well-integrated market
with the world. 

Saudi Arabia 
Saudi Arabia was the most improved economy in the

Doing Business 2020 report and saw the biggest gain in
its rank in the GCC, improving by 30 positions to rank
at the 62nd spot. The Kingdom also recorded the
biggest improvement in ease of doing business score in
the GCC by 8.1 points to reach 71.6 points. The
Kingdom implemented eight reforms during the period
motivated by an aim to position the country as an open
world class investment destination. These reforms also
come as part of the long-term and ambitious Vision
2030 plan being implemented by the Kingdom. 

In terms of indicators, Saudi Arabia made starting a
business easier by forming a one-stop shop by merging
a number of pre and post registration procedures. For
construction permits, the Kingdom launched an online
platform and enabled civil defense approval after the
issuance of the building permit. The Kingdom made get-
ting electricity easier by making operational improve-
ments and removed the requirement of certificates of
completion. For getting loans, the Kingdom introduced a
secured transactions law and an insolvency law that
included a number of reforms. The Kingdom made exter-
nal trade easier by enhancing its electronic trade single
window, enabling risk-based inspections, launched an
online platform for certification of imported goods, and
also upgraded infrastructure at the Jeddah Port. 

The Kingdom also made several improvements for
resolving insolvency, although it is still far behind in
the region as well as internationally with a rank of

168 on this key indicator. 

Bahrain 
Bahrain ranked 2nd in the GCC and MENA region

with an overall global rank of 43. The country gained 19
spots as compared to its previous ranking and improved
its score by 6.2 points to reach a total score of 76. The
country implemented the highest number of regulatory
reforms as per the report and improved in almost every
area measured by Doing Business. A majority of the
improvements were aimed at improving administrative
processes, implementing online platforms and further
use of technology. The country ranked the best in the
GCC in terms of resolving insolvency with a rank of 60
after the country made it easier by introducing a reor-
ganization procedure. On the other hand, the new
employer funded healthcare contribution system imple-
mented by Bahrain made paying taxes more complicat-
ed which affected its ranking on this indicator. 

Kuwait 
Kuwait witnessed one of the biggest improvements in

its ranking in the current version of Doing Business
Report. The country’s rank jumped 14 positions to 83rd,
after it improved on seven out of ten areas measured in
the ranking process. The biggest improvement came in
terms of Dealing with Construction Permits in which the
country improved its rank by 63 positions to rank at
68th. With minimal taxes, Kuwait ranked sixth in the
world, whereas it had the highest rank for Registering
Property at the 45th position. On the other hand, areas
of improvement included cross-border trading wherein
the country ranked 162nd followed by Getting Credit
area wherein it ranked at 119th. A majority of the
reforms by Kuwait were enabled by technology wherein
the country introduced online platforms.  

Specific reforms by Kuwait included making starting
a business easier by combining procedures to obtain a
commercial license and streamlined online company
registration. The country made it easier and faster to get
construction permits ,by integrating additional authori-
ties to its electronic permitting platform. It digitized the
process of getting electricity and made operational
improvements. Reforms were also made to property
registration process, providing credit information and
improved cross border trade process. 

Oman 
Oman ranked fourth in the GCC and fifth in the

MENA region on the Doing Business 2020 rankings.
The Sultanate improved its ranking by 10 positions to
reach the 68th position globally and improved its score
by 2.8 points. Specific improvements made by the coun-
try included reforms for getting electricity, registering
property and by upgrading infrastructure at Sohar Port.
Oman also strengthened minority investor protection by
increasing shareholder rights. 

Qatar 
Qatar improved its ranking by 6 positions to reach

the 77th spot. The country improved its ease of doing
business score by 2.8 points during the year. The
improvements implemented by Qatar included online
applications for new electricity connection, streamlined
property registration procedure and made specific
changes for reporting credit information from a telecom
company. The country’s relative ranking for starting a
business declined from 84th position to 108th in this
year’s report. 

United Arab Emirates 
The UAE continues to top the GCC with an overall

rank of 16th, sliding 5 spots as compared to the pre-
vious year’s 11th position. The country’s ease of busi-
ness score also declined marginally by 0.4 points
80.9. UAE was the only country in the GCC to record
a decline in its rank in the Doing Business 2020
report. UAE’s rank dropped on four out of the ten
indicators namely on starting a business, dealing with
construction permits, protecting minority investors
and on trading across borders. However, the country
made reforms on most of these indicators and the
decline was more on a relative basis rather than any
negative highlights. On the other hand, the country
improved its rank on paying taxes, resolving insol-
vency, getting credit and registering property.
Reforms made by UAE included starting a business
less expensive by reducing the fees for business
incorporation. The country made getting construction
permits easier by implementing a r isk-based
approach to reduce the number of inspections. UAE
also strengthened minority investors protections by
providing for disqualification of directors in cases of
prejudicial conflicts of interest. In terms of trading
across borders, the UAE reduced time to export by
fully digitizing certificates of origin and lowered the
cost to import by issuing certificates of conformity
that cover multiple shipments. 
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Kuwait features in top 10: The Doing Business Report - 2020 

Saudi tops as most notable improver 
in the world in ease of doing business

Downfall of 
Britain’s top 
fund manager
LONDON: The spectacular fall from grace of
Britain’s star investor Neil Woodford has tar-
nished the reputation of London’s City finance
district and hurt market confidence, according
to analysts.

Few commentators imagined that Woodford
Investment Management, which once boasted
billions of pounds in assets under management,
would spectacularly collapse this month having
taken on too much risk. The group’s flagship
Equity Income fund was suspended in June to
stop it haemorrhaging cash. Woodford was
then forced to quit and liquidate the fund on
October 15. One day later, Woodford quit his
two other funds in what he described as a
“highly painful decision”-and added that the
whole business would be wound up. The news
has sparked big losses for Woodford’s cus-
tomers who include pension funds, wealthy
individuals and other fund managers.

‘Shaken to core’ 
“We have seen the complete demise of the

most famous fund manager the UK has seen for
years,” Adrian Lowcock, head of personal
investing at brokerage Willis Owen, said in a
statement. “Investors knew the scenario was
bad but the indication from Woodford thus far
had been that the (Equity Income) fund would
reopen,” Lowcock said. 

“This collapse... will shake the funds indus-
try to its core.” Woodford, 59, forged his name
as the nation’s top stockpicker in a glittering
30-year career in the asset management busi-
ness, most of which was at investment manager
Invesco Perpetual. He had been regarded as a

safe pair of hands after reportedly guiding his
funds away from the dotcom bubble crisis in
the early 2000s, successfully backing tradition-
al stocks like tobacco instead of technology.

The outspoken Woodford-nicknamed
“Britain’s Warren Buffett” by media after the
legendary US investment guru-also carved out
a reputation as an activist investor willing to
hold company CEOs to account. In 2014,
Woodford established his Woodford
Investment Management in an industrial estate
on the outskirts of Oxford, which earned him
the new moniker the “Oracle of Oxford”.

At its peak in 2017, the business had total
assets of £14 billion ($17.9 billion) under man-
agement. Yet five years later, the business mod-
el hit the rocks as a series of disastrous invest-
ments turned sour. In particular, Woodford had
ploughed cash into a number of unlisted
healthcare and technology companies, as well
as poor stock market bets. As more and more
investors started asking for their money back,
Woodford encountered difficulty raising suffi-
cient cash quickly enough.

‘Investment scandal’ 
The Financial Times described Woodford as

Europe’s biggest investment scandal for a
decade, labelling him the star fund manager

who fell to earth. Industry veteran Jonathan
Little argued the collapse would stop the hero-
worshipping of investment bigwigs like
Woodford.

“If there is anything good to come out of
this, it is that investors will move away from the
industry’s Hollywood-style culture of star wor-
ship,” Little told the FT. Darius McDermott,
managing director of Chelsea Investment
Finance, said the sector now needed to regain
trust. “The whole situation has been awful for
investors... and damaging for the industry,”
McDermott said.

“At a time when people should be saving
more, not less, and when UK equities are so out
of favour, it is worrying that so much trust has
been lost. “We now need to work hard to get
that trust back,” he added. The sector has, how-
ever, attracted fierce criticism, including from the
Bank of England governor Mark Carney. “These
funds are built on a lie, which is that you can
have daily liquidity for assets that fundamentally
aren’t liquid,” he told lawmakers in June.

In Britain, an estimated £9.0 trillion of assets
are overseen by fund managers, making it the
second biggest market after the United States.
Uner Nabi, financial services associate partner
at EY accountancy group, said the furore could
even help the sector in the long term. — AFP 

Portugal plans
to boost 
minimum 
wage by 25%
LISBON: Portugal’s Socialist govern-
ment said it plans to increase the mini-
mum wage by 25 percent and would
close the country’s last coal-fired power
stations during its four-year term.  The
Socialist party, led by Prime Minister
Antonio Costa, was re-elected on

October 6, with a campaign promise to
boost disposable income while also pro-
tecting public finances. 

The government’s website said on
Saturday night it would raise the mini-
mum wage every year to reach a cumu-
lated increase of 25 percent in 2023.  The
minimum monthly wage is currently set
at 700 euros ($775). The party also
plans to reduce public debt-currently
the third highest in the eurozone-from
119 percent of gross domestic product to
100 percent. The plans will be debated in
Portugal’s parliament on Wednesday.   As
well as committing to close Portugal’s
last two coal plants by 2023, the govern-
ment said it would increase its wind and
solar power capabilities.   —AFP 

Luxury giant 
LVMH makes 
bid for Tiffany
NEW YORK: LMVH, which owns Louis
Vuitton, Dior and the champagne brands
Veuve Clicquot and Moet, has made a
bid for American jeweller Tiffany, known
for its engagement rings and diamonds.

The French luxury giant made an offer
for the US company at the start of the
month, a source told AFP late on
Saturday. Tiffany, whose flagship New
York store is next to Trump Tower on 5th
avenue, has not yet responded to the
offer, which comes as the luxury industry
is jittery about the possible effects of the
US-China trade war. The broad anti-cor-
ruption campaign launched by Chinese
president Xi Jinping has also but the
brakes on extravagant gifts offered by
businessmen and bureaucrats.

The months-long pro-democracy
protests in Hong Kong have caused addi-
tional risks for the luxury sector. AFP’s
source, who asked to remain anonymous,
did not say how much LVMH offered for
Tiffany but was not sure the talks would
result in a deal. The jeweller’s stock-mar-
ket capitalization was some $11.9 billion at
the end of trading on Wall Street Friday.
Its sales revenue rose 6.5 percent to $4.4
billion over the last fiscal year and it
employed 14,000 people as of January 31. 

Tiffany —  whose growth is restricted
by the strong dollar and a drop in tourist
spending-has asked for advice on
LMVH’s offer from major banks, the
source added, confirming reports by
Bloomberg. LVMH did not immediately
respond to AFP’s request for comment,
while a spokesperson for Tiffany refused
to comment on “rumors and speculation”.
The purchase of Tiffany by LMVH would
be one of the largest acquisitions by the
French group, which is present in several
different sectors-from fashion to wine,
perfumes and cosmetics. — AFP


